


History
Since 1920 our drinks are among the favorites in Sicily because they best 
represent the true and authentic taste of this wonderful island. They are 
prepared, now as in the past, using simple and genuine ingredients so as 

not to alter their unique and incomparable taste over time. Only the 
juices of the best freshly squeezed citrus fruits ripened in the hot Sicilian 
sun, the water coming from the slopes of Etna, rich in minerals with an 

inimitable taste, and finally an artisan production respecting the 
processing method jealously handed down for 100 years and three 

generations.

Our Citruses
A protected short-chain.

Our Tomarchio beverages not only tell the story of the tastes and scents 
of Sicily, but are also the result of important supply chain projects 

initiated with the entire citrus sector of the island.
From the collaboration with the Citrus Productive District and the main 

protection consortia (Arancia Rossa di Sicilia IGP, Limone di Siracusa IGP, 
Arancia di Ribera DOP) we started a path of requalification and 

specialization of the offer that led, in 2016, to the birth of an entire line of 
carbonated drinks with organic citrus juices IGP and DOP in order to 
ensure the traceability of the fruits used and to enhance the citrus 

heritage of the Island.

Our Water
From the highest volcano in Europe

The water used for our drinks originates from Mount Etna.
Rich in minerals and with a strong character, it gives our drinks a unique 

and inimitable taste.
Etna is the highest mountain on the island and the most active volcano in 

Europe.
Since June 2013, it has been classified as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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Organic Cola
Glass 275 ml

With “Syracuse Lemon PGI” juice
For many but not for all! Our Cola BIO, very Sicilian, 

is characterized by a unique and particular taste.
The aromatic intensity of the nut cola contrasts 

with the rich and intense aroma of “Syracuse 
Lemon PGI”.

Organic Red Orangeade

With 20% juice of “Arancia Rossa di Sicilia IGP”.
Sweet and full-bodied taste, intense and fresh 
scent and a ruby red color, a real treat for all 

palates! We only use juice from “Arancia Rossa di 
Sicilia IGP” with a pulp rich in vitamin C .

Organic Orangeade
Glass 275 ml

With 20% juice of “Arancia di Ribera D.O.P.”.
It is originally from Ribera and is known throughout the world as “the Sicilian Blonde”.

Glass 275 ml
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Organic Lemonade
Glass 275 ml

With 16% of “Syracuse Lemon PGI” juice
For our Organic Lemonade, we use exclusively the 
juice of the “Syracuse Lemon PGI”. This citrus fruit, 
grown only in Syracuse and is harvested by hand. 

Organic Gazzosa

With “Syracuse Lemon PGI” juice
Ιts characteristic and refreshing taste comes from 
the skilful combination of the water coming from 
the slopes of Etna and the rich and intense aroma 

of the “Lemon of Syracuse PGI”.

Organic Tangerine

With 16% of “Mandarino Tardivo di Ciaculli” juice
Strong taste, strong and persistent aroma and a 

bouquet of Mediterranean scents that are 
delicately revealed at every sip.

For our Organic Tangerine we have chosen the 
juice of the “Mandarino Tardivo di Ciaculli”. 

Organic Chinotto

With Chinotto extract 
The recipe of this beverage dates back to the 50s, 

and as then it is produced by using Chinotto 
infusion. This particular and ancient citrus fruit, 

with its typically bitter and strong taste, gives the 
drink its unique and unmistakable taste.

Glass 275 ml

Glass 275 ml Glass 275 ml



Organic Lemon
Τangerine Tea

An infusion of black tea, Syracuse IGP Lemon and 
Ciaculli Tangerine 

Prepared with the infusion of the best organic tea 
leaves, coming from India and enriched by the 

combination of the most characteristic juices of 
organic Sicilian citrus fruits: the “Limone di Siracusa 

IGP” and the “Mandarino di Ciaculli”. A special 
recipe that combines the subtle and strong flavor 
of black tea with the natural freshness of lemon 

and the delicacy of Tangerine. 
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Organic Peach
and Mellon Tea

Glass 275 ml

An infusion of black tea, Melon and Sicilian Peach
Born from the infusion of organic Ceylon black tea 
leaves and the most emblematic fruits of Sicilian 
summer, the Peach and Melon. An enveloping, 

velvety and fruity taste that is enhanced by a note 
of freshness and sweetness typical of melon. 

Glass 275 ml
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Tonic

Fresh and dry taste. Its full and persistent flavor is 
accompanied by a light note of lemon. In Etna 
water. With cinchona bark extract and Sicilian 

lemon juice.

Lemonade 

With 16% of Femminello lemons juice
For our lemonade we use only Femminello lemons, a variety particularly common in Ionian and 
Tyrrhenian Sicily. The juice of this citrus fruit is naturally fresh and balanced with a zest rich in 

essential oils. 

Spuma

Simple and everlasting recipe, Spuma is the most 
loved blonde by Sicilians. The wise combination of 

aromas based on herbs gives it a characteristic 
scent of raisin, making it a great classic capable of 

satisfying the most demanding palates. 

Glass 275 ml Glass 275 ml

Glass 275 ml



Gazzosa

With juice of Sicilian Lemons
The historical Sicilian gazzosa! Our gazzosa, with its 

distinctive and refreshing taste is born from the 
wise combination of water from the slopes of Etna 
and the rich and intense aroma of the best lemons 

of Sicily.  

Chinotto

With Chinotto infusion
The recipe of this drink dates back from the 50s and now, as then, it is produced using Chinotto 

extract. 

Cedrata 

With natural citron extract
Deliciously refreshing, our Cedrata is prepared with 
natural extract of Citron, an ancient citrus fruit with 
a characteristic rough and thick skin but with a load 

of beneficial properties for our body. 

Glass 275 ml Glass 275 ml

Glass 275 ml
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Cola

With Cola nut extract
For many but not for all! Our Cola is characterized by a unique and particular taste. The aromatic 

intensity of the cola nut combined with water from the slopes of Etna gives this drink an 
unmistakable full and delicate taste. 

Red Orangeade

With 20% of blood orange juice
Sweet and full-bodied taste, intense and fresh 
scent and a ruby red color. A real treat for all 

palates. We use only blood orange juice with its 
pulp rich in vitamin C .

Pomegranate

Delicious and unmistakable taste, for a natural sip 
of well-being! Intense and aromatic, slightly sour 
like the grains of the fruit from which it derives.

Glass 275 ml

Glass 275 ml

Glass 275 ml
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Ginger Beer

Enveloping taste characterized by a pungent note 
of ginger. With Etna water and ginger root extract.

Green Tangerine

With 16% of Sicilian Mandarin juice
Strong taste, strong and persistent aroma and a bouquet of Mediterranean scents that delicately 

reveal themselves with every sip.

Orangeade 

With 20% of Sicilian Oranges juice
Produced with Sicilian orange juice, our orange 

juice has a bright color and an intense aroma. Its 
strong taste comes from the wise combination of 

water from the slopes of Etna and the intense 
aroma of oranges ripened in the Sicilian sun.

Glass 275 ml Glass 275 ml

Glass 275 ml
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Σαρανταπόρου 12, 155-61 Χολαργός, Αθήνα

Tηλ. (+30) 210 710 11 52, sales@greekdeligoods.com

www.greekdeligoods.com
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